Tech Sheet

Fibre Channel Cable Family
Fibre Channel LC to LC
8Gb/s Fibre Channel SFP+
4Gb/s Fibre Channel SFP

ATTO’s family of cable products provides high-performance storage connectivity for
media and entertainment and general IT workflows.
Technical Features
• Backwards compatible with 1Gb and 2Gb
Fibre Channel devices 1

Protective Jumper Boots
Adds an extra layer of cushion to provide
even more cable strain relief

• Rigorously tested with a wide array of peripheral
storage hardware

Crimp Sleeves and HS Tubing
Adds extra durability while
providing flexibility and relief on
cable strain

• Ensures the cleanest signal for smooth and reliable
data transfers

High-Quality Connectors
Pull-tested to ensure secure
connectivity

• High-quality cables reduce downtime and
troubleshooting time
• Fully compatible with all industry Fibre Channel
specifications

Duplex Yoke (Trigger)
Eliminates improper connections and
snagging.

• Optimized specifically for use with all ATTO Celerity
Fibre Channel HBAs, Fibre Channel Bridges, and
RAID Storage Controllers

Upjacket Central Strength Element
Reinforces shield continuity

• Easy release latching systems allow secure
connectivity, stacking, and smooth disconnects

Aramid Strength Elements
Provides strength for the fibre
elements

Cable/
Accessory Type

LC to LC
50 μm OM 2

LC to LC
50 μm OM 2

8Gb/s SFP+
LC SW Optical

4Gb/s SFP
LC SW Optical

Length

3 meters

10 meters

Standard

Standard

For use with

CTFC-44ES CTFC-84EN
CTFC-42ES CTFC-82EN
CTFC-41ES CTFC-81EN
CTFC-42XS FF-NS12
CTFC-41XS FF-NS11
FSSC-8550 FCBR-2400
FSSC-5550
FC 8308/8316/8324

CTFC-44ES CTFC-84EN
CTFC-42ES CTFC-82EN
CTFC-41ES CTFC-81EN
CTFC-42XS FF-NS12
CTFC-41XS FF-NS11
FSSC-8550 FCBR-2400
FSSC-5550
FC 8308/8316/8324

CTFC-84EN
CTFC-82EN
CTFC-81EN
FSSC-8550
FCBR-6500

CTFC-44ES
CTFC-42ES
CTFC-41ES
FSSC-5550
FCBR-2400

Part Number

CBL-LCLC-R03

CBL-LCLC-R10

SFP8-0000-R00

SFP4-0000-R00

CTFC-42XS
CTFC-41XS

[1] All except 8Gb SFP
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ATTO Cables
Superior-Quality SAS/SATA, Fibre Channel & SCSI Cables

Cables Make a Difference in Data Connectivity
A vehicle with valuable cargo prefers smooth highways, fast moving traffic
and minimal disruptions to ensure on-time delivery of goods. Likewise,
high-performance data transfers demand a method to efficiently relay

Clean eye pattern illustrates smooth
and reliable data transfer performance

information from point A to point B quickly and reliably without errors.
Cables are the “super highway” in information transmission, and using
substandard equipment can ultimately negate the investment of other
high-end components in a system.
Lesser quality cables can leave the delivery of vital data vulnerable, risking
incomplete transfers and errors, leading to slower performance and
possible loss of data. ATTO Technology’s extensive research and testing
have resulted in cables that maximize transfers and eliminate
potential threats to data.

Choose ATTO Cables
For over 22 years, ATTO has conducted in-depth examinations of noise,
interference, cable lengths and their effects on connectivity solutions.
Through rigorous testing, ATTO has developed premium cables specifically

ATTO Cable Signal:
Clean eye pattern = tighter signal strength —
Smooth and reliable data transfers

designed to optimize connections between high-performance storage and
workstations. ATTO cables are recommended for use with the ATTO line of
HBAs, RAID Controllers and Bridges to obtain high levels of performance
and signal quality.
By utilizing high-quality shielding, equipment-specific cable lengths and
extensive pull testing to verify connection integrity, these premium cables
are the best connectivity solution for every ATTO product.

How to Buy
Contact an ATTO reseller or buy online—www.attotech.com

Substandard Cable Signal:
Distorted eye pattern = weaker signal integrity —
Possible data loss, errors
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